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We examine the role of ground-state coherence on the fluorescence from the excited state in a three-level �

system under continuous-wave excitation. When resonantly pumped, the fluorescence is strongly affected by
any perturbation in the ground-state coherent population trapping. From our analytical results, we suggest how
to use this strong dependence of fluorescence on the ground-state decays as a new method for the measurement
of the ground-state decoherence rates. Our calculations should work well for a wide range of systems such as
atomic vapors with a buffer gas, active dopants in solids, and quantum dots, etc. We present a proof of principle
experiment using 87Rb vapor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A popular method for determining the dephasing of the
ground states is via Raman scattering because the linewidth
of the scattering process is determined by the effective decay
of the coherence between the initial and final states �1�. Simi-
lar information can be obtained from coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering �CARS� �2� because the CARS line shape
is related to the Raman line shape �3,4�. All this typically
assumes pump and probe fields so that the resulting physical
process is described by the third-order susceptibility. Com-
pared to conventional Raman scattering, CARS is capable of
high spectral resolution. However, it is limited by a stringent
phase matching requirement. In what follows, we show how
coherent population trapping �CPT� �5� can be used for the
determination of the dephasing rates.

Further, the method we propose also enables one to deter-
mine the nonradiative rates that might come about from ther-
mally stimulated processes �6�. As is well known, a dark
state forms when no decay processes other than radiative
decay are considered �7�. However, the dark state starts be-
coming bright due to nonradiative processes. Clearly the in-
terruption of the dark state could be a sensitive method of
studying nonradiative processes. This is reminiscent of stud-
ies in interferometry where the interferometer is tuned to a
dark fringe. It has been observed in an earlier study that CPT
is also very sensitive to internal parameters of the atom such
as spontaneous emission linewidths �8�.

The outline of this paper is as follows: we describe the
system and derive dynamical equations in Sec. II. In Sec. III,
we present numerical results to show how the excited-state
population is affected due to interruption of CPT by ground-
state decoherences. We also derive an analytical formula to
understand the numerical result, and also to demonstrate the
possibility of measuring various ground-state decoherence
rates. In Sec. IV, we present the results of a proof-of-
principle experiment using a 87Rb cell with results in good
agreement with the theory. Finally, we summarize and con-
clude in Sec. V. At the end, we present an appendix on the
open system consideration and discuss the effect of time of
flight of atom through the interaction region.

II. THE SYSTEM AND THE DYNAMICS

We consider a three-level � system having all various
possible decays such as coherence dephasing �bc and nonra-
diative decays �b and �c. The source of coherence dephasing
can be due to collisions in gas cells �9� or phonon induced in
solids �10�, and the nonradiative decays could be incoherent
pumpings between the ground states via thermal excitations
in gas cells �particularly when the ground states are degen-
erate or near degenerate� or crystal-field-induced decays �6�.
Two lasers couple the two ground states with the excited
state. The pump �drive� laser couples the a↔c �a↔b� tran-
sition with a Rabi frequency 2�p=�acEp /�
�2�d=�abEd /��. Here �ij = �i� � �j� represents the dipole mo-
ment corresponding to the �i�↔ �j� transition. In the follow-
ing we briefly outline the derivation of the equation of
dynamics.

The interaction Hamiltonian in rotating wave approxima-
tion �RWA� can be written as �7�

HI = − ���r�a��c�e−i�pt + �a��b�e−i�dt + H.c.� , �1�

where �p��d� represents the central frequency pump �drive�
field. We use the notation r=�p /�d and �d=�. The unper-
turbed Hamiltonian for this system �shown in Fig. 1� can be
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FIG. 1. �Color online� A three-level � system with ground-state
coherence dephasing �bc and also nonradiative decays �b and �c in
the ground state. The spontaneous decay from a↔b �a↔c� is
given by �ab ��ac�. The pump field �p is detuned by � from the
a↔c transition and the drive field �d is on resonance with the
a↔b transition.
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written as

H0 = ��ac�a��a� + ��bc�b��b� , �2�

where ��ij is the energy separation between the states
�i�↔ �j�. The equation of motion for the lambda system is
given by the density-matrix equation

�	

�t
= −

i

�
�H0 + HI,	� + decay terms. �3�

Next we make the following transformation 	→ 	̃ to elimi-
nate the rapid temporal oscillations

	ab → 	̃ab exp�− i�dt� ,

	ac → 	̃ac exp�− i�pt� ,

	bc → 	̃bc exp�− i��p − �d�t� ,

	ii → 	̃ii. �4�

Thus the equations for the density-matrix elements with
natural decay, ground-state dephasing, and nonradiative de-
cay rates are

�	aa

�t
= − 2��ab + �ac�	aa + i�	ba − i�*	ab + ir�	ca

− ir*�*	ac,

�	ab

�t
= − ��ab + �ac + �b/2�	ab − i��	aa − 	bb� + ir�	cb,

�	ac

�t
= − ��ab + �ac + �c/2 + i��	ac + i�	bc − ir��	aa − 	cc� ,

�	bb

�t
= − �b	bb + �c	cc + 2�ab	aa − i�	ba + i�*	ab,

�	bc

�t
= − ��bc + ��b + �c�/2 + i��	bc + i�*	ac − ir�	ba,

�	cc

�t
= − �c	cc + �b	bb + 2�ac	aa − ir�	ca + ir*�*	ac.

�5�

Here �b ��c� is the nonradiative decay from state b to

c �c to b�, 2�ij are the decay rates from �i�→ �j�, �bc is the
dephasing rate of the Raman coherence, and � is the pump
field detuning �see Fig. 1�. In the following section we solve
the above dynamic equation to determine how fluorescence
is affected by all these decay rates.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have numerically solved Eqs. �5� and plotted the
steady-state excited state population 	aa in Fig. 2. This de-
picts how the fluorescence from the atom depends on pump
field detuning. We see that when both fields �b and �c are
on resonance, the population reaches a minimum for a zero
dephasing rate �bc and nonradiative decay rates �b and �c.
This is clearly due to CPT. However, for finite �bc and �b

=�c=�, the CPT is perturbed and hence population from the
dark state �antisymmetric superposition of ground state� par-
tially transfers to the bright state �symmetric superposition of
the ground states�. Thus the excited state gets populated by
its coupling to the bright state and hence starts fluorescing. In
what follows below, we will show how this significant varia-
tion in the fluorescence signal at resonance could be used to
measure the ground-state decoherence rates.

To isolate the roles of ground state dephasing and nonra-
diative decay we have plotted 	aa in Fig. 2�a� assuming the
nonradiative decay �b=�c=0, and in Fig. 2�b� we have
shown the excited-state population when only nonradiative
decay is present but �bc=0. Clearly, �bc affects the fluores-
cence only around the resonance as it only disturbs the co-
herence created in the ground state. As a result, some popu-
lation is made available at the bright state to couple to the
excited state via the laser field and hence start fluorescing.
Clearly, the larger �bc is, the stronger the fluorescence at �
=0. However, the nonradiative decays affect the fluorescence
profile even for the wide off-resonant field because �b and �c
incoherently mix populations in the ground state in addition
to causing ground-state decoherence.

To understand the above argument, we have calculated
	aa analytically for both resonant and off-resonant cases in
the limit of intense lasers. In the following we present the
solutions with nonradiative decay between ground states in-
cluded in the calculation, and assuming that �

�ab ,�ac ,�bc ,�b ,�c. For r=1 and �b=�b=�, �ab=�ac=�,
the steady-state solution of Eq. �5� for the off-resonant pump
laser ���0� is obtained as
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0.3 FIG. 2. �Color online� The ex-
cited population for various values
of ground-state dephasing �bc and
nonradiative decays �b and �c.
The dependence of two decays are
illustrated in �a� �b=�c=�=0 and
�b� �bc=0. In all the plots, we
have assumed �ab=�ac=�, the la-
ser Rabi frequency �=5� and
r=1.
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	aa =
A1�4�4A2 + �4�� + �2�2�4�A1 + 2��2� + �bc� + 3�2	

A1�4�4�3A2 + 4�� + �4A3	 + �2�2�2A3�4� + A2� + 3�2	
, �6�

where

A1 = 4� + �, A2 = � + �bc, and A3 = 2� + 3� . �7�

This analytical result agrees very well with the numerical
result presented above. Clearly, in Fig. 2�a�, the value of 	aa
at resonance �i.e., �=0� is given by 	aa
�bc / �3�bc+4��.
For �bc��, the excited-state population under the condition
of CPT depends linearly on �bc, i.e., 	aa��bc / �4��.
Similarly, in Fig. 2�b�, 	aa at �=0 is given by
	aa= ��b+�c� / �3��b+�c�+8��.

Further, we get a more general result for the resonant
pumping. Again, we have considered strong pump and drive
lasers but r�1 ��p��d�. We could even keep unequal non-
radiative decays between the ground states �b��d. The so-
lution for this case is obtained as

	aa =
�br4 + 2�bcr

2 + �c

�b�1 + 2r4� + �c�2 + r4� + 6�bcr
2 + 2��1 + r2�2 .

�8�

Assuming there is no coherence dephasing in the system
�i.e., �bc=0�, the above expression reduces to that obtained
in Ref. �4�. For r=1, the above equation further simplifies to

	aa =
2�bc + �b + �c

3�2�bc + �b + �c� + 8�
. �9�

This matches exactly with the numerical results presented
above. Next, in Fig. 3 we show a numerical plot of how 	aa
varies with the change in ratios of the intensities r2, when
both the fields are on resonance. These plots match perfectly
with the above analytical result. It should be noted that these

analytical results also hold well for r=0 as long as � is
assumed to be strong.

Equation �8� is very important, as it can be written as a
linear equation in terms of the decoherence rates �bc, �b, and
�c, given by

�1�b + �2�c + �3�bc + �0 = 0, �10�

where

�1 = �1 + 2r4�	aa − r4, �2 = �2 + r4�	aa − 1,

�3 = 2r2�3	aa − 1�, and �0 = 2��1 + r2�2	aa. �11�

The coefficients �i are functions of measurable quantities
such as the ratio of intensities �r2� of the two applied fields
and the excited-state population, which is proportional to the
fluorescence intensity. In an experiment, that would mean we
need three values of 	aa for different r2 to determine all three
ground-state decoherence rates. In this spirit, we can observe
in Fig. 3 that indeed 	aa depends very strongly on �bc and �i
�i=b ,c�. In the plot we have normalized the 	aa with their
corresponding values at r=0.

It may be noted that this method should be valid for va-
rieties of systems having the generic model of a three-level
lambda scheme. Some possible systems of interest could be
atoms in a buffer gas �11�, molecules doped in solid �12–14�,
or multilevel quantum dots �15�.

IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section we present the results of a proof-of-
principle experiment that agrees qualitatively with the above
discussions. At the end of this section we discuss in detail
some limits in implementing the exact idea in 87Rb gas.

The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 4.
An external cavity diode laser �ECDL� is tuned to the
5S1/2�F=2�→5P1/2�F=1� transition of the Rb D1 line. The
laser linewidth is about 100 kHz. The laser beam is split into
two by a 50/50 beam splitter, the polarization of one of the
beams is rotated by a � /2 wave plate, and these two orthogo-
nal linearly polarized beams are then combined with a polar-
izing beam splitter �PBS�. After the combined beam passes
through the � /4 wave plate, the beam is a combination of
two orthogonal circularly polarized components. These com-
ponents couple two Zeeman ground-state sublevels to the
single excited state as shown in Fig. 4�b�. Thus compared to
the model in Fig. 1, the right-circular polarization component
would correspond to �p and the left-circular polarization
component would correspond to �d. The intensity for the
left- and right-circular polarization components can be at-
tenuated by placing polarizers after the � /2 wave plate. The
laser beam diameter can be controlled with a telescope beam
expander. The beam then passes through a cylindrical glass
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Plot of normalized 	aa with respect to
their values at r=0 vs the intensity ratio r2. Here �ab=�ac=� and
�=5�. Both pump and drive fields are on resonance here.
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cell of length 10 cm containing rubidium vapor. At room
temperature, the Rb density is approximately 8109 cm−3.

The laser power in each beam at the entrance of the Rb
cell is approximately 3 mW. The fluorescence signal is reg-
istered with an amplified Si detector �PDA55� with 10 MHz
frequency bandwidth. Fluorescence is detected at the side of
the cell, perpendicular to the laser propagation direction.
Care is taken to minimize residual scattered light from the
glass wall of the cell. To compensate for this scattered light,
the signal is measured when the laser is detuned far away
from resonance so there is no fluorescence, and this back-
ground is subtracted from the fluorescence signal. In the ex-
periment, we measure the fluorescence emission from the
excited state for various ratios of intensities r2. To minimize
the experimental uncertainty, we fix the intensity of the left-
circular polarized component �d as the reference beam and
only varied the intensity for the right-circular component �p.

The different laser beam diameters D give rise to different
ground-state dephasing rates because the thermally moving
atoms spend more time on the average in a larger beam.
Coherence is lost when the atoms collide with the walls, and
thus in a larger beam one would expect a lower rate of
dephasing collisions. So the maximum coherence time �and
so the minimum �bc� is determined by the laser beam diam-
eter. We present here data sets for two different values of D.
Since the total number of atoms contributing to the fluores-
cence changes with the beam diameter, we have normalized
the fluorescence signals by their corresponding values at r
=0. Further, the number of atoms in the interaction region for
a given beam diameter is the same for both r=0 and r�0.
Thus, the normalized fluorescence becomes independent of
the number of atoms participating in the fluorescence. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. These agree qualitatively with the
behavior shown in Fig. 3 calculated from the three-level
model.

Although the data agree qualitatively with the analytical
calculations, we cannot derive accurate values for the

dephasing rates. To do so, we would need to extract 	aa from
the data, which would require calibrating the measured fluo-
rescence to the total fluorescence from the atoms. One way
of performing this calibration would be to incoherently pump
the excited state and detect the fluorescence with a detector
of known efficiency. However, such pumping in 87Rb would
also excite the other upper �or lower� hyperfine components.
�The upper 5P1/2�F=2� state considered here is only
800 MHz from the 5P1/2�F=1� state, and only partially re-
solved due to the inhomogeneous Doppler broadening of
500 MHz.� Therefore, our theory would be exact for systems
having reasonably isolated ground and excited states.

It may also be noted that the model system for the theo-
retical calculation given in Sec. 3 corresponds to a closed
system. However, the proof-of-principle experiment on the
87Rb gas cell corresponds to an open system. It has been
observed that the CPT resonance strongly depends on the
strength of the driving field in an open system �16�. It is well
known that the population loss in the cell due to finite time
of flight of the gaseous atoms through the interaction region
�laser beam� contributes as an additional effective ground-
state dephasing rate �17�, though the dynamics population
itself is not affected as much �see the Appendix�. The afore-
said underlying principle thus remains the same for both
closed and open systems in the determination of the colli-
sional dephasing rate, except that one has to account for the
finite time of flight of gas atoms. The average time of flight
can be determined as

tflight = D�3kBT

Ma
, �12�

where D is the diameter of the laser beam, T is the tempera-
ture of the cell, Ma is the mass of the atom, and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. Therefore, the actual value of the colli-
sional dephasing rates in the gas cell would be given by
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� The experimental setup to detect the
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Experimental fluorescence data �normal-
ized with their corresponding r=0� under CPT vs the intensity ratio
r2. A larger value for beam diameter D would result in smaller �bc.
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subtracting �tflight�−1 from the experimentally measured value
of ground-state dephasing.

V. SUMMARY

We have examined the role of ground-state decoherence
rates on the fluorescence in a resonant three-level lambda
system. We have shown that the fluorescence is strongly af-
fected by the ground-state decoherence due to interruption of
the coherent population trapping. We have theoretically dem-
onstrated how to exploit this sensitivity to measure ground-
state decoherence rates including the nonradiative decays via
an analytical solution. We have presented a proof-of-
principle experiment that is in conformity with our theoreti-
cal calculation. We have noted that this method should work
well for a wide variety of systems.
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APPENDIX: OPEN SYSTEM MODEL TO DESCRIBE
TIME-OF-FLIGHT EFFECT

In this appendix we describe briefly the open system con-
siderations for the system of our interest. The system to de-
scribe the effect of artificial decays due to finite time of
interaction of the atoms during the time of flight through the
laser beams could be modeled as shown in Fig. 6. Corre-
spondingly, our equations of motion �5� will be modified to

�	aa

�t
= − 2��ab + �ac + �E�	aa + i�	ba − i�*	ab

+ ir�	ca − ir*�*	ac,

�	ab

�t
= − ��ab + �ac + 2�E + �b/2�	ab

− i��	aa − 	bb� + ir�	cb,

�	ac

�t
= − ��ab + �ac + 2�E + �c/2 + i��	ac + i�	bc

− ir��	aa − 	cc� ,

�	bb

�t
= R − 2�E	bb − �b	bb + �c	cc + 2�ab	aa

− i�	ba + i�*	ab,

�	bc

�t
= − �2�E + �bc + ��b + �c�/2 + i��	bc + i�*	ac − ir�	ba,

�	cc

�t
= R − 2�E	cc − �c	cc + �b	bb + 2�ac	aa − ir�	ca

+ ir*�*	ac. �A1�

Here, R is the rate at which atoms enter into the interaction
region and �E is the effective decay of the atomic population
due to the exit of atoms from the interaction region given by
�tflight�−1. Here tflight is the flight time of the atom through the
laser beams. Demanding that in steady state the total change
in poulation should be zero, i.e.,

�	aa

�t
+

�	bb

�t
+

�	cc

�t
= 0, �A2�

gives

	aa + 	bb + 	cc =
R

�E
. �A3�

Thus to restrict any buildup of population in the interaction
region, we need the condition R=�E. Now we make a very
approximate estimate as in the following.

�1� Since the time of flight is an order of milliseconds as
compared to the spontaneous decay time of an order of nano-
seconds, we can drop �E compared to �ij in the equations for
	aa, 	ab, and 	ac.

�2� Moreover, as we are working under the CPT condi-
tion, if we assume 	bb�	cc�0.5 �and also using the condi-
tion that R=�E�, the first two terms in both equations for 	bb
and 	cc will cancel with each other.

Thus all the above equations in Eqs. �A1� reduce to ex-
actly the same form as in the closed system Eqs. �5�, except
for the equation for ground-state coherence 	bc, because �E
is comparable to �bc. Therefore, in our calculation the time-
of-flight-induced decay primarily affects the dephasing and
the population decay is not affected as much.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� The model for an open system. Here R is
the rate at which atoms enter into the interaction region and �E is
the effective decay of the atomic population due to the exit of atoms
from the interaction region.
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